
Button rifling...

is variously attributed - the Germans apparently did some experimentation with the process before WW2. Remington's
Mike Walker is credited with developing the process and instituting it at Remington during WW2, where it was used
to rifle military contract barrels. The decisive factor in instituting this method for military barrel manufacture was the
much lower cost in time and money for rifling each barrel, and the fact that quality was sufficient for the military
requirements. After the war, Remington and other major industry players further developed the process, and, due to the
much lower cost in tooling, independent barrel makers followed - some of them are now quite well-known for best-
quality barrels made by buttoning, and, of course, many more 'trade-grade' buttoned barrels are also produced by other
makers.
FWIW, instrumented study of rifling pitch variations in buttoned barrels can be a real eye-opener, making one wonder
how such barrels could shoot at all well (though, of course, the best match-grade buttoned barrels show minimal
variation, or, sometimes, a gaining tendency) - I assure you that no modern lead screw could be produced or accepted
which showed a fraction of the pitch variance seen in buttoned barrels - and I'll see your UMich mathematician and
raise you my metallurgical engineer/boss at the barrel mine for additional testimony ref: rifle barrels, per-se :->
As I said before, lapping is done in rifle barrels to correct minor surface finish imperfections and, sometimes, small
dimensional variations, but will testify that you'd lap yourself (and the barrel) to death before correcting any major
boo-boo.
The deep-hole drilling machine in our shop is a Diamond - a more-or-less exact copy of the Pratt and Whitney
machines you rebuilt for Ruger. Ruger used to have (may still have) a Pratt and Whitney sine-bar rifling machine
(completely rebuilt) and exactly like ours, on display - it had belonged to Bill Atkinson, Ruger's Engineer Emeritus,
and one-time partner of Paul Marquart, from whom our operation descends. The lead screw in the deep-hole machine
drives the carriage which pushes the drill or pulls the reamer through the bore, and, through gearing, determines the
feed rate (about .0003" per revolution on our drill). The rifling machine lead screw drives the carriage which holds and
rotates the rifling rod, and, again, through gearing and the sine bar itself, generates the rotational pitch for the rifling
rod - between about 1 turn in 5" and perfectly straight, left-or-right hand rotation. Through rack-and-pinion gearing
and leather belt-driven pulleys, it also reverses the direction of carriage travel, and, by means of sliding rods pushed
and pulled by bosses on the carriage, causes the headstock to index, rotating the barrel blank for rifling of the required
number of grooves, and through a cam mechanism, a ratchet and a 'duckbill', raises the cutter in its box to deepen the
grooves as rifling progresses.
STRAWHAT: Only buttons depend on their own geometry to rotate themselves through the barrel blank and generate
the rifling geometry and pitch - the other processes drive or lead the tooling through the barrel by mechanically
generating the desired pitch continuously - in cut rifling and broaching (which both remove metal from the bore to
form the rifling), the stresses on the tooling are MUCH less than on the button, and do not tend to torque the cutting
tool so much or with so much variation in force as to produce pitch variations in the finished rifling. In hammer
forging, the forces are primarily compressive, and the mandrel, which is both rotated mechanically and withdrawn
progressively as the barrel is forged and elongated, is several inches long, so significant variations in rifling pitch are
hardly likely.
mhb - Mike
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